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The StoreMinder. The next generation
of Intrusion Prevention, perfect for
grocery and retail store operations.
24/7 management, monitoring, and support.
CINS active threat intelligence.
No equipment fees, no contract terms, free to evaluate.

Managed IPS with stellar
management and support.
Combining a state-of-the-art IPS with 24/7 
management, monitoring, and stellar sup-
port.  A modern, intuitive web interface. 
CINS active threat intelligence, providing 
protection you can’t get anywhere else.  
Intrusion Prevention is never easy, but 
Sentinel IPS makes it easy for you.

A free Network Gateway
Assessment.
A free, no-strings-attached evaluation of 
the Sentinel.  A free certified ASV mapping 
scan.  A chance to find active malware and 
misconfigured servers.  See who is knock-
ing on your network’s door ... No risk, big 
reward.

Living, breathing threat intelligence, in action.
Collective Intelligence Network Security (CINS) leverages data 
gathered from our global network to give each and every 
Sentinel an additional layer of protection only available to the 
Sentinel community.  CINS analyzes threat intelligence from all 
our Sentinels, continually pushing the most current and timely 
reputation-based information back out to the Sentinel network.  
We like to call it active threat intelligence.

Product Options
The standard StoreMinder unit offers an effective blend of rock-
solid hardware and affordability.  For networks particularly sensitive 
to outages and downtime, our Advanced unit adds a blazing-fast 
Interface Masters bypass card that allows the unit to fail-to-wire - 
ideal when reliable Internet connectivity is the foremost concern.

High Availability.  For redundant IPS security, we offer a unique 
inline High Availability solution.  This configuration is perfect for 
networks that require reliable Internet connectivity without sacrific-
ing security.  

The StoreMinder is ready for 
anything.
Its rugged industrial components are 
ready for any environment, and can be 
shelf- or rack-mounted. The StoreMinder’s 
form-factor makes it perfect for small 
office, restaurant, grocery, or retail op-
erations where server room space and 
flexibility are at a premium.

“With Sentinel, I sleep better at night.” - Security Engineer for a city in Texas

CINSscore.comWhat is a typical installation?
Usually the Sentinel is installed as a Layer 2 Bridge, behind 
your network’s router, and in front of your current firewall.


